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STD – IX
1. Why were the stories of Triveni popular?
2. ‘I will keep saraswati pooja day during Dasara as the deadline’. What character trait of the
speaker is shown here?
3. What was the gift given to the first student?
4. The grandmother did an unusual thing. what was that?
5. Why was Hooper a favoured young man?
6. The excitement of the homecoming soon wore off. Why?
7. Hooper had already set his next objective’ March! A full day’s work. What qualities of
Hooper get surfaced here?
8. The story ‘ A dog named Duke ‘ puts forward a great lesson. What is that?
9. The brook steals and slides. What is conveyed here?
10. Why does the poet call the foreland ‘ fairy foreland’?
11. The brook mingles with the mighty river and loses its identity. It is still eternal. How?
12. The brook symbolizes life. Compare its flow with the different stage of life.
13. Was the ‘road’ Frost had taken easy ‘to travel’ ?
14. Do you think Frost finally became popular in America as a poet?
15. Write the rhyme scheme of the poem, ‘ The Road Not taken’.
16. Write a letter to the Editor of a local newspaper pointing out the problems caused by
domestic servants.
17. Write an article on “ Noise pollection”.
18. Edit the given passage
Incorrect
Nations become great by self – confident (a)
You have to rely over yourselves. There (b)
Can be cooperation in others but you have (c)
To do your think yourself. Any country that (d)
Forgets this begins to decline and compose. (e)
It loses confidence. We are very much
(f)
greatful to helping hands. Remember we can (g)
Progress only by rely on ourselves
(h)
19. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Not /children/below/of/the/age/must/drive/eighteen/years.
Protection/our/we/must/helmets/own/wear/of
Phones /must/used/not/mobiles/be/driving/while
Around /it /is/96 countries/cultivalted/ in/world/the
In Africa/about/ years/5000/grown/ago/was/it/first
Say /that/at/the/it/grown/was/some researches/in/India/sometime
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g. The travelers/across a desert / it was /when they/ used by/ travelled

20. Present day generation undergoes unnecessary stress and strain. It is desire to achieve a lot
in a short span of time by adopting short cuts, etc. write an article on the stress and strain
faced by the teenager.
21. Education plays a vital role in moulding one’s personality. Write an article on the topic ‘
Importance of Education to be published in your school magazine.

22. Edit the given passage:
Incorrect
Why is the enormous increase in population (a)
take place? It is really due to the spread
(b)
Of knowledge and the practise of death
(c)
Control. You have heard on birth control
(d)
Death control is rather differ. Death
(e)
Control recognize the work of the doctors
(f)
Squalid conditions caused the lot of disease
(g)
And dirt. Medical care helps people live long (h)
People are living longer because at this death control.
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